In this paper we derive and analyze two algorithms -referred to as decentralized power method (DPM) and decentralized Lanczos algorithm (DLA) -for distributed computation of one (the largest) or multiple eigenvalues of a sample covariance matrix over a wireless network. The proposed algorithms, based on sequential average consensus steps for computations of matrix-vector products and inner vector products, are first shown to be equivalent to their centralized counterparts in the case of exact distributed consensus. Then, closed-form expressions of the error introduced by non-ideal consensus are derived for both algorithms. The error of the DPM is shown to vanish asymptotically under given conditions on the sequence of consensus errors. Finally, we consider applications to spectrum sensing in cognitive radio networks, and we show that virtually all eigenvalue-based tests proposed in the literature can be implemented in a distributed setting using either the DPM or the DLA. Simulation results are presented that validate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms in conditions of practical interest (large-scale networks, small number of samples, and limited number of iterations).
I. MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK
Computing the eigenvalues of sample covariance matrices is a fundamental problem in signal processing, with applications including multi-sensor spectrum sensing in cognitive radio networks (see Section VI). Given the increasing popularity of dense, large-scale wireless sensor networks, applications of eigenvalue-based inference techniques in distributed settings are of great interest.
However, most of the eigenvalue-based techniques proposed in the existing literature assume a centralized architecture, where the samples received by different nodes are forwarded to a fusion center that is in charge of constructing the sample covariance matrix and computing the relevant test statistics. This traditional architecture has several drawbacks: it requires a fusion center with high computational capabilities, therefore it does not support applications in which different nodes may be chosen as fusion centers at different times; relying on one node only, it is vulnerable to hardware failures, Byzantine faults, or attacks from malicious users; it is not efficient in case of multi-hop networks, where some nodes may be many hops away from the fusion center; and it lacks scalability, because a growing number of nodes in the network may result in congestion of the communication channel with the fusion center.
For these reasons, we seek a decentralized method to compute the eigenvalues of sample covariance matrices over a wireless network, such that the computational effort is distributed across multiple nodes and the many-to-one communication protocol is replaced by a more scalable neighbor-to-neighbor protocol. In this paper we propose two solutions based on decentralized implementations of iterative eigenvalue algorithms -the power method (PM, see Section III-B) and the Lanczos algorithm (LA, see Section III-C). Decentralized versions of such algorithms are obtained by applying average consensus (AC, see Section III-A) as a subroutine to perform those computations that involve combining the data of different nodes. Once local estimates of the eigenvalues of interest are computed at every node, statistical tests for signal detection can be performed locally by each node.
The contribution of this paper is related to that of [3] , where a decentralized algorithm based on the Oja-Karhunen recursion is proposed to track the eigenvectors of a covariance matrix.
Our work adopts the same idea of computing inner vector products through AC (and further extends this approach to matrix-vector products), but differs from [3] in the following sense:
(i) we compute eigenvalues instead of (possibly, in addition to) eigenvectors, thus adapting the well-established theory of eigenvalue-based detection to decentralized network settings; (ii) we focus on detection (decision based on N received samples per sensor) instead of sequential tracking (update of eigenvector estimates at every new sample). This makes our approach suitable for spectrum sensing and other signal detection applications. A similar methodology for distributed matrix multiplication via AC has been recently used also in [4] , where a decentralized expectation-maximization algorithm is derived for static linear Gaussian models.
Other recent related works are [5] and [6] , both proposing decentralized implementations of principal component analysis (PCA) over wireless networks. The first approach [5] relies on the assumption of decomposable Gaussian graphical models, i.e., it requires data sample to be (i) multivariate Gaussian distributed, and (ii) decomposable into two or more conditionally independent "cliques". The global eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) problem is thus broken down into a sequence of local (clique-wise) EVD subproblems. The second approach [6] combines the power method with the concept of sparsification to achieve an efficient distributed computation of the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix. However, this approach is based on the assumptions that (i) each node has access to a full row of the matrix (which is not the case with the sample covariance matrix considered in our model, see Section II), and (ii) the network graph is completely connected (i.e., a direct link exists between any pair of nodes). Our approach, on the contrary, does not require any of the aforementioned assumptions.
The paper is organized as follows. A formal statement of the problem is provided in Section II. Section III contains mathematical preliminaries about the algorithms used in this work (AC, PM, and LA). We then introduce the proposed algorithms in Section IV and analyze their performance and complexity in Section V. We finally discuss two practical applications of the proposed algorithms in Section VI and present numerical results in Section VII. Concluding remarks are provided in Section VIII.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider a wireless network consisting of K sensor nodes. During a given time interval (sensing period), each node collects N complex signal samples. The global received sample February 7, 2014 DRAFT matrix is denoted by
where symbols y(·) ∈ C K and y[·] ∈ C N are used to denote, respectively, the columns and (transpose) rows of Y. Physically, column y(n) contains the samples received by all nodes at time n, while row y[k] T contains all samples available at node k at the end of the sensing period.
We then define the sample covariance matrix as
Let λ 1 ≥ . . . ≥ λ K ≥ 0 be the eigenvalues of R, without loss of generality sorted in decreasing order, and u 1 , . . . , u K the corresponding eigenvectors. The problem addressed in this work can be stated as follows: how can a network compute (or estimate) one or more of the above eigenvalues without a fusion center that collects all samples Y, and without explicitly constructing the sample covariance matrix R? Before presenting the proposed solution, we introduce some preliminary definitions and basic concepts about distributed consensus, power method, and Lanczos algorithm. The notation used throughout the paper is summarized in Table   I .
III. PRELIMINARIES

A. Average Consensus
Assume that the network nodes and their links form a connected undirected graph. Under such an assumption, it is possible to define a distributed AC algorithm over the network. By distributed AC we mean any algorithm whose output for all nodes converges to the average of the initial values of the individual nodes. A large variety of AC algorithms have been proposed in the literature (see [7] for a survey), both with synchronous [8] , [9] and asynchronous protocols [10] - [12] . Extensions to noisy message exchange and link failures include [13] - [17] , and methods for consensus acceleration have been proposed in [18] - [20] . It is worth noting that, under the assumption of fixed network topology and noiseless communication, exact consensus can be achieved in a finite number of steps: see for example [21] . In this paper we do not adopt a specific AC algorithm, but rather take a general approach. We model the result of a generic AC routine by a function AC t m : C K×m → C K×m , where m is the size of the input vectors at each node 1 and t is the number of iterations or the averaging time.
2
Denote the global input (or initial value) matrix by
defined in analogy with (1) , such that the k-th row represents the samples available at node k.
Then, the output of the AC function at time t is defined by
where 1 is a column vector of ones of size K, and
is an error term depending on the AC time t and on the specific AC method. In general, E t can be assumed to be either bounded (at least statistically, see [9] - [12] , [14] - [16] , [19] ) or equal to zero (in the case of finite-time AC [21] ).
In the following, it is sometimes convenient to express the input and the output of AC for a single node k. For this purpose, we define a function AC 
When AC is applied to scalar arguments (m = 1), the global input-output relation is written as (4), we call the AC routine "ideal" and we use the notation AC m (·) (without superscript).
B. Power Method
The PM is a well-known iterative algorithm that, given a square matrix, converges to the eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue of the matrix [22] . The iteration, applied to the sample covariance matrix R, can be written as
where v (0) ∈ C K is an arbitrary starting vector. By (7), the j-th iteration can be written as
and, for j → ∞, the vector v (j) converges to a multiple of the eigenvector u 1 . The convergence rate of the algorithm is O((λ 2 /λ 1 ) M ) [22] . After M iterations, the largest eigenvalue of R can be approximated byλ
C. Lanczos Algorithm
A more sophisticated eigenvalue algorithm is the LA, originally proposed by Lanczos in [23] .
The LA is applicable only to symmetric or Hermitian matrices (which is the case of the sample covariance matrix R considered here), but provides estimates of multiple eigenvalues (the number of estimated eigenvalues depends on the iterations of the algorithm) and has faster convergence than the PM [24, Chapter 6] . The advantage of the LA over the PM lies in the fact that the LA takes into account, at every iteration j, the complete Krylov subspace
whereas the PM only considers the last term R j v (0) . The LA has been thoroughly studied by
Paige [25] - [27] . In particular, several computational variants are compared in [25] , showing that some are numerically more stable than others. Among the "stabler" variants, we adopt the one named "A(1,7)" in [25] or equivalently "A2" in [26] . The same version of the algorithm is presented in [28, p. 651 ]. This variant is convenient in view of the decentralized implementation that will be developed in Section IV-B.
The derivation of the algorithm can be briefly outlined as follows. Due to the Hermitian structure of R, for a given M ≤ K, we can write
where the columns of V ∈ C K×M are mutually orthogonal unit-norm vectors and T ∈ C M ×M is a tridiagonal matrix. If M = K, matrices T and R are similar, so their eigenvalues are the same. However, as Lanczos first noted, the eigenvalues of T (sometimes referred to as "Ritz values") turn out to be excellent approximations of the eigenvalues of R even when M < K.
The LA is thus defined by iteratively equating the columns of RV to those of VT. If we let
the j-th iteration of the LA can be written as
with an arbitrary starting vector v (0) of unit norm, and β (1) = 0. The above iteration is repeated for j = 1 to M, thus obtaining the coefficients α (j) and β (j) which are necessary to construct T.
The desired estimatesλ 1 , . . . ,λ M of the eigenvalues of R are then set to be the eigenvalues of T. Note that the eigenvalues of a tridiagonal matrix of size M × M can be efficiently computed with complexity O(M 2 ) by using the spectral bisection method [29] .
IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS
We now investigate how the aforementioned PM and LA can be implemented in a distributed fashion over a wireless network. That is, the goal is for each node k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} to compute local estimates {λ i [k]} of the eigenvalue(s) of interest, namely, i = 1 for the PM and 1 ≤ i ≤ M for the LA. Decentralized eigenvalue estimates should be as close as possible to their centralized counterparts: ideally, for every eigenvalue λ i of interest, we would like to havê
In the following sections we show that efficient DPM and DLA schemes can be developed by distributing the PM and LA vector iterations -respectively, (7) and (12)- (15) -in such a way that the k-th element of vector v (j) , indicated by v (j) [k] , is computed by node k. This is achieved by iterative exchange of messages between node k and its neighbors, using AC routines. A similar principle was used in [3] in order to develop a distributed implementation of the Oja-Karhunen recursion for eigenvectors, as discussed also in Section I. Once the elements v (j) [k] are available at the K nodes, inner product and norms necessary for eigenvalue computation are performed again by AC, while all element-wise operations (sums, multiplications by constants) are done locally at each node. Next, for both PM and LA, we first rewrite the global iteration in a way that is amenable to decentralized computation via AC, and then we break the global iteration down into a sequence of algorithmic steps to be executed by individual nodes.
A. Decentralized Power Method
The main result for the PM vector iteration is given by the following proposition.
Proposition 1:
Given an ideal AC routine AC · (·), the PM iteration (7) can be rewritten as
Proof: From (7) we can write
Now, if we let (4) that Z is the ideal AC output with Z 0 as initial matrix:
Combining (21) with (22) yields (17).
Complicated though it may look, expression (17) naturally leads to a decentralized implementation thanks to the following properties: (i) the k-th element of the output vector,
which can be computed locally by node k (recall that y[k] is the vector of samples received by
computed by node k in the preceding iteration).
Assume now that the DPM iteration (17) has been repeated M times. 3 The largest eigenvalue estimateλ 1 (8) can be computed for all nodes by two additional calls to AC, as follows from the following proposition.
Proposition 2:
Given an ideal AC routine AC · (·), after M iterations of (17), K local copies of the largest eigenvalue estimate (8) can be obtained aŝ
where RN : C K×m → C K is a function that returns the squared ℓ 2 norms of the rows of an input matrix (see Tab. I).
Proof: We first write the global output for all K nodes after M iterations aŝ
where we have used (8) and applied element-wise division. The numerator can be written as
For the denominator, we can write
Combining (30) with (32) and simplifying K finally yields (24) .
Similar to (17) , expression (24) can be readily implemented in a distributed manner. At the numerator, every node k computes an AC vector z[k] ∈ C N starting from the initial value
T , just like in the vector iteration, and takes the norm of z[k] locally. At the denominator, the scalar AC input at node k is simply the local quantity
division is then performed internally by each node.
Thanks to the results of Propositions 1 and 2, and replacing the ideal AC routine by one with finite averaging time t, the DPM can be written in algorithmic form as summarized in Alg. 1.
The averaging time or number of iterations t is assumed to be either predefined or adjusted online at every iteration, based on the starting vector and a target error bound.
B. Decentralized Lanczos Algorithm
Consider now the LA iteration (12)-(15). We note that (12) has the same structure as the numerator of (8), and (13) is similar to the PM iteration (7), with additional terms which can be computed locally provided that each node k has stored a local copy of α (j) , β (j) , and of the k-th element of vectors v (j) , v (j−1) . Then, the normalization step (14)- (15) is similar to the 
9 end denominator of (8), therefore it can be implemented by scalar AC and element-wise division.
Based on the above observations, we can state the following result.
Proposition 3:
Given an ideal AC routine AC · (·), the LA (12)-(15) can be rewritten as
Proof: The proof is a combination of the same steps already used in Prop. 1 and Prop. 2.
More precisely, (33) follows from (12) using (26)- (30); (34) from (13) using (17); (35) from (14) using (31) 
averaging time t.
Output: Eigenvalue estimates
11 end
V. ERROR AND COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
In this section we analyze the impact of non-ideal AC algorithms on the error and numerical complexity (especially in terms of network signaling) for the DPM and the DLA.
A. DPM Error
The DPM algorithm (Alg. 1) involves three sources of error due to AC. We define the first error term as
which occurs at every iteration of (17), corresponding to line 3 of Alg. 1. Following the previously used convention, we denote by e
. The second and third error terms February 7, 2014 DRAFT arise from (24), i.e., lines 6 and 7 of the algorithm, and are defined as
Again, we refer to the k-th row of E PM2 as e
T and to the k-th element of e PM3 as e PM3 [k] .
Note that the three above defined errors are all instances of the general formula (4) applied with different inputs. To simplify the notation, we have dropped subscript t in the symbols of error variables.
With regard to the DPM convergence, the most important term is clearly E PM1 , because this error is added at each iteration of the algorithm. The impact of E PM1 on the evolution of PM vectors v (j) is expressed by the following result.
Proposition 4:
Given a non-ideal AC scheme that introduces an error term E
as defined in (37), the resulting DPM vector after M iterations can be written as
Proof: By applying the same steps as in the proof of Prop. 1 with the AC function defined in (4) with E t replaced by E
PM1
(j)
, we can write for any iteration j
The above formula, applied recursively for M iterations, yields (40) . (40) represents the ideal PM output, while the summation on the r.h.s.
represents the error. For brevity, we define
which represents the error introduced by AC in a single iteration j. Its k-th element (i.e., the
Now, the convergence of the DPM depends on the relative magnitude of the error term
as M → ∞ (recall that both terms are unnormalized). Let us assume that the spectral radius of R (i.e., λ 1 , since the eigenvalues are real and positive) is larger than 1. 4 Then, the DPM error converges asymptotically to zero if the magnitude of the AC error vector grows slower than a certain rate. The result is expressed formally by the following proposition.
Proposition 5: Let θ (j) ∈ [0, π/2] be the angle between the true eigenvector and its DPM estimate v (j) after j iterations, defined by
and assume cos θ (0) = 0, λ 1 > 1.
Proof: Similarly as in [22, p. 406], we start by expressing vectors v (0) and d (j) in the eigenbasis (u 1 , . . . , u K ), so that
By assumption we have |a 0,1 | = cos θ (0) = 0. The DPM vector after M iterations can be then written as
and consequently 
Let us first consider the denominator, which can be written as Consider now the numerator, which we can write as
Again, we have two cases
and, recalling that λ i < λ 1 for any i ≥ 2 and applying L'Hopital's rule, we obtain lim M →∞ A
whose limit is again 0. Combining these results yields
Now suppose that max 2≤i≤K a i (M) ≤ γ(M). Then, the numerator converges to
We next consider the impact of error terms E PM2 and e PM3 , which only concern the eigenvalue computation phase at the final iteration. Let e num [k] and e den [k] be the errors introduced by nonideal AC in step 8 of Alg. 1, defined such that
The following proposition provides the values of e den [k] and e num [k] as a function of E PM2 and e PM3 .
Proposition 6: Given a non-ideal AC scheme that introduces error terms E PM2 and e
PM3
defined in (38) and (39), the resulting errors inλ 1 [k] are given by
Proof: Using the results of Prop. 2 and introducing non-ideal AC, we can writê
, we note that (63) is equivalent to (59), with error expressions e num [k] and e den [k] given, respectively, by (60) and (61).
By simple algebraic manipulations, and lettingλ
2 be the estimate of λ 1 at the M-th DPM iteration without eigenvalue computation errors, we can writê
The above expression shows immediately that the eigenvalue computation error becomes asymptotically negligible, as v (M ) 2 → ∞ as M → ∞.
B. DLA Error
The DLA involves two error terms due to AC, in lines 3 and 6 of Alg. 2. The first error arises from in (33)- (34) and is defined as
The second error originates from (35) and is defined as
As usual, the k-th row of E
is denoted by e LA1 (j)
[k] T , and the k-th element of e [k].
Both error terms occur at every iteration j of the algorithm. We are now interested in the impact of such errors on w (j) . First of all, we notice that the k-th component of vector w (j) in the ideal LA (13) can be written as
by exploiting the expressions of α (j) (12) and β (j) (14) . We then define the error on w (j) [k] to be
A closed-form expression of e w(j) [k] as a function of E on e w(j) [k] is given by the following Proposition. Later, we provide an interpretation of this error expression, and we discuss its impact on the estimation of eigenvalues.
Proposition 7:
Given a non-ideal AC scheme that introduces error terms E LA1 (j) and e
LA2
(j) defined respectively in (65) and (66), the resulting error in w (j) [k] is given by
Proof: The LA iteration (13), as well as the decentralized version (34), consists of three additive terms, therefore the error (68) can be expressed as the sum of three separate terms:
The first term originates from the computation of
which is identical to the PM iteration. Thus, the first error term can be expressed using (41) with E
replaced by E LA1 (j) . The global error for all nodes is
H , and its k-th element is
The second term arises from computation of α (j) [k] , which is done using the same vector z[k]
obtained via AC in line 3. Therefore the error on
is calculated as the square norm of z[k] (line 4), the structure of the error is the same as that of e num [k] for the DPM (60). By replacing
in (60) and multiplying by v (j) [k], we obtain the second part as
The third part contains the error due to computation of β (j) [k], i.e., the norm of w (j−1) . The error arises from the AC algorithm used in line 6 when computing w (j−1) 2 ; a nonlinearity is then introduced by the square root. Using a first-order Taylor expansion (under the assumption that e
), we can write
hence the third error term is given by
The resulting error (69) is obtained by summation of (71), (72), and (77).
The error expressed by Prop. 7 is then propagated to the next iteration j + 1 through another nonlinear step (line 7). Using the same procedure of Eqs. (73)- (76), the relation between v (j+1) [k] and w (j) [k] can be written as
In summary, (69) expresses the error on w (j) given v (j) and v (j−1) , and (78) expresses the error on v (j+1) given w (j) . In principle, a closed-form error update rule could be derived from these expressions (as it was done for the DPM), but the resulting formula would be too complicated to provide additional insight. We conclude the DLA analysis with two remarks.
1)
Following the same line of reasoning of [26] , the error term in (69) represents a loss of orthogonality of the vectors v (j) , while (78) results in a loss of unit norm. As documented in the literature, the loss of orthogonality leads to the appearance of so-called spurious eigenvalues at certain iterations (typically spurious eigenvalues are duplicates of existing eigenvalues already computed in the previous iterations). Some heuristics for the identification of spurious eigenvalues exist, such as the Cullum-Willoughby method [40] , which compares the eigenvalues of T (11) with those of the same matrix without the first row and column. Alternatively, spurious values can be detected by comparing the eigenvalues of T at iterations j and j − 1. In our application, another simple criterion can be derived by observing that the covariance matrix R has exactly min{K, N} non-zero eigenvalues, hence for iterations j > min{K, N} any new non-zero value is automatically identified as spurious. We remark that all criteria for detection of spurious eigenvalues are compatible with the DLA, as they involve local post-processing of the output at individual nodes (matrices T[k] as defined in line 9 of Alg. 2).
2) The terms (69) and
[k] in (78) may be critical for the convergence of the algorithm in the event that w (j) ≈ 0 (or, equivalently, β (j) ≈ 0) at some iteration j. In the ideal LA, quoting [22] , "a zero β (j) is a welcome event in that is signals the computation of an exact invariant subspace. However, an exact zero or even a small β (j) is a rarity in practice." This event is even more unlikely to happen in the case of the DLA: simulation results confirm that the values of β (j) are always far from zero. As a result, cases of divergence of the DLA were never observed. Nevertheless, the DLA turns out to be more sensitive to numerical problems than the DPM, as shown in Section VII.
C. Complexity
For both the DPM and the DLA, complexity mainly arises from the repeated use of AC routines, resulting in communication overhead, time delays, and possible synchronization issues.
We next compare the complexity of the two algorithms in terms of the following parameters: (i) number of calls to functions AC N and AC 1 ; (ii) total number of "information units" exchanged over the wireless channel by one node with degree (number of neighbors) d, where an information unit is defined as the number of bits used to encode a scalar; (iii) number of algorithmic steps, Number of Number of Number of information Number of required AC N AC 1 units exchanged per node time periods defined as individual tasks that must be performed in a sequential way due to input-output dependency (i.e., step n cannot start until step n − 1 is completed).
The above performance figures are reported in Table II We now briefly analyze the computational complexity for individual nodes. For the DPM, the dominant factor is the vector product of line 4. Since the vector size is N and the product Name Test statistic Application scenario Ref.
Roy's test (RT)
, [32] , [37] GLR test (GT)
, [35] , [38] John's test (JT) is computed at every iteration, the computational complexity per node scales as O(MN). 
VI. APPLICATION TO SPECTRUM SENSING
We consider a distributed spectrum sensing scenario, where multiple sensor nodes cooperate to detect the presence of a primary signal in a given frequency band. A decision about signal presence or absence is made upon receiving N signal samples at each sensor. The main challenge for cognitive networks is to achieve reliable signal detection with a limited number of samples.
Mathematically, the problem is a binary hypothesis test between a "signal-plus-noise hypothesis"
(H 1 ) and a "noise-only" hypothesis (H 0 ) based on the received samples Y. The network is assumed to operate under homogeneous conditions, i.e., the same hypothesis (H 0 or H 1 ) holds for all sensors during the entire sensing period. Given the model already introduced in Section II and assuming zero-mean complex Gaussian noise, the signal vector received at a given time instant n at the K sensors can be written under H 0 as
where η(n) ∼ N C (0, σ 2 I). Under H 1 , the received vector is
where Detectors are typically calibrated so as to achieve a fixed false-alarm rate P fa = α, i.e., the threshold is set as ϑ(α).
Signal detection in the above-described setting has been extensively studied in the cognitive radio literature, e.g., [30] - [38] , leading to the derivation of several possible test statistics T (Y).
Most of such statistics are functions of the eigenvalues of the sample covariance matrix (some examples are reported in Table III) 
In order to average out the numerical errors introduced by non-ideal AC at different nodes 6 , a final round of AC can be executed taking as inputs the local statisticsT i [k]. The result
shall be used in (81) instead ofT i [k].
5 Assuming the sensing period to be shorter than the coherence time of the channel is reasonable in multi-sensor spectrum sensing applications, where accurate detection is achieved already at low sample size. 6 Numerical errors may result in the problem of different decisions at different nodes ifTi[k] is very close to ϑ(α). The popular cooperative energy detector, i.e., the test based on the (possibly weighted) sum of the received signal energies at different sensors, also admits a natural decentralized implementation via AC algorithms. This problem was investigated in [39] . Decentralized energy detection is computationally simpler than eigenvalue-based techniques, but clearly inherits the well-known shortcomings of energy detection (suboptimality in multi-sensor settings and sensitivity to noise uncertainty).
In some applications, the goal is not only to discriminate between H 0 and H 1 , but to estimate the number of signals P . This problem can be addressed again by eigenvalue-based estimators, such as the well-known Wax and Kailath's information-theoretic criteria [41] , or the recent random matrix theory (RMT) estimator proposed in [42] . In all cases, the estimated number of signals is estimated asP
where T (·) is a function of the eigenvalues and, once again, can be computed locally from the DLA estimatesλ 1 , . . . ,λ K .
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
For the purpose of numerical evaluation of the proposed algorithms, we consider a randomly generated network consisting of K = 40 nodes, as depicted in Fig. 1 Section VI (case H 1 ), with the following parameters: N = 10 samples per node, noise variance σ 2 = 1, one Gaussian signal source (P = 1) with SNR ρ = 5dB.
We first turn our attention to the convergence of the largest eigenvalue, expressed in terms of the mean square error (MSE) ofλ 1 with respect to λ 1 . In practice, the MSE is calculated as an average over 3000 Monte Carlo simulations. In Fig. 2 In Fig. 3 we compare the DPM against the DLA. We observe that the DLA exhibits a faster convergence rate, but is more sensitive than the DPM to numerical errors introduced by imperfect consensus: the DLA error converges to 0 for I = 15 AC iterations, but not for I = 10, whereas the performance of the DPM is practically identical to that of the ideal PM already for I = 10 (and even for smaller values). In other words, the performance of the DLA compared to the DPM is better in absolute terms (especially with few algorithm iterations), but worse in relative terms. This behavior is consistent with the analysis presented in Section V and can be understood intuitively by noticing that each step of the DLA uses AC twice, in contrast to the DPM where AC is used only once per iteration.
We next evaluate the performance of the DLA when estimating multiple eigenvalues. The results, shown in Fig. 4 , indicate that the higher is the order of eigenvalues to be estimated, the more iterations are needed. The reason is that, by definition of the LA, the j-th eigenvalue cannot be estimated until the j-th iteration; in addition, numerical errors sometimes cause the appearance of spurious eigenvalues (see Section V-B) which, even when correctly identified, introduce a one-step delay in the algorithm. One way to mitigate the numerical problems that affect the estimation of high-order eigenvalues is to improve the precision of the AC routine by tuning the parameter I. For example, according to our simulations, 20 AC iterations are sufficient to achieve an accurate estimation of the λ 1 and λ 3 (Fig. 4(a) ), whereas 30 iterations are necessary for λ 5 and λ 9 (Fig. 4(b) ).
We now illustrate an application of the proposed DPM and DLA for spectrum sensing in a distributed cognitive radio network. We assume again the same network topology of Fig. 5(a) ), the RT using LA or DLA already attains nearly-ideal performance, while the RT with DPM is slightly suboptimal; for the GT, on the other hand, 5 iterations are not enough to reach convergence of all eigenvalues (note that the performance gap is due to the LA itself and not to the decentralized version). After M = 10 iterations (Fig. 5(b) ), all versions of the RT converge to the ideal RT bound, and the gap of LA-and DLA-GT compared to the ideal GT is dramatically reduced.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed and analyzed two general-purpose algorithms that can be used for computing sample covariance eigenvalues in distributed wireless networks. As an application, we have considered spectrum sensing in cognitive networks, and we have shown that numerous eigenvalue-based tests for single-signal and multiple-signal detection can be implemented in a decentralized setting by using the proposed algorithms. Such decentralized signal detection techniques enable sensor nodes to compute global test statistics locally, thereby performing hypothesis tests without relying on a fusion center. Decentralized approaches also provide additional robustness to node failures or Byzantine attacks.
The two proposed algorithms -the DPM and the DLA -have different strengths and drawbacks. The DPM is less complex, more robust to numerical problems, and provably convergent even in the presence of non-ideal AC (under the conditions of Proposition 5); however, it can estimate only the largest eigenvalue, and under ideal assumptions its convergence rate is slower than that of the DLA. On the other hand, the DLA is able to estimate all eigenvalues (albeit with increasing complexity with the number of eigenvalues) and, even in the presence of AC errors, provides faster initial convergence than the DPM; however, it is more complex and more sensitive to numerical errors, and requires some post-processing in order to remove "spurious" eigenvalues.
Evaluated through simulations, both algorithms exhibit good performance in practical conditions (non-ideal AC algorithms, small number of samples) already after few iterations. In particular, convergence is very fast in the case of the largest eigenvalue, which results in high-performing distributed signal detectors based on the largest eigenvalue (referred to as RT-DPM and RT-DLA in Fig. 5 ). Other possible fields of applications of the proposed algorithms are distributed anomaly detection in wireless sensor networks and signal feature estimation in distributed antenna arrays.
